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Moving towards becoming a SW London
Integrated Care System
Michelle Rahman, Deputy Locality Director (Sutton) /
Director of Transformation

Agenda Item 6

Sutton Health and Wellbeing Board
Tuesday 18 May 2021

Agenda Item 6

We would like to update you on:
• An overview: moving to a SW London ICS
• Reasons for the change in legislation
• What does it mean for us in Sutton?
• Our journey to get to April 2022: The ‘Transition Plan’:
o Workstreams, Phases and Transition Leadership Teams
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o Place-based Development
o Provider Collaboration
o Mapping Future System-wide responsibilities
o Overall Transition Governance
• Partnerships and Engagement
• Next steps
• Questions and comments

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.

www.swlondon.nhs.uk

An overview: moving to a SW London ICS

Feedback from the NHS and its partners (including our SW London feedback) on the
discussion document was used to write a White Paper which was published on
11 February 2021.
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On 26 November 2020, NHSE/I published a discussion document ‘Integrating care:
Next steps to building strong and effective integrated care systems across England’
to open up conversations with the NHS and its partners about how ICSs could be
embedded in legislation or guidance.

Agenda Item 6

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.

www.swlondon.nhs.uk
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Under the new White Paper
ICS’ will:
• Become statutory NHS organisations
• Incorporate the functions of current CCGs
• Have two boards – an NHS ICS Board; and a Health and Care Partnership Board
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• Take effect from 1 April 2022 (subject to legislation being passed)

The latest on the legislation timetable is:
• Parliamentary debate May 2021
• Royal Assent January 2022
• New ICS structures take effect April 2022
We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.
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The NHSE/I discussion document outlined several reasons for
the change in legislation
•Partnership working has been at the heart of our remarkable
response to the coronavirus pandemic and the NHS vaccination
programme.
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•Now GPs, hospitals, pharmacists, local authorities and community
groups have also come together to deliver Covid vaccinations to
more than 22 million people across England in a matter of weeks,
in SW London around 600,000 and in Sutton 90,000 people have
had a first dose (15 April 2021 NHS England) .
•We have seen what the NHS, Local Authorities and our
communities can do when we work together in the most testing
period in our recent history.

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.
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•Nationally, the NHS hopes that the establishment of ICSs across
the country will help to ensure the closer working driven by the
emergency response is ‘hard-wired’ in our future working beyond
the pandemic.
www.swlondon.nhs.uk
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Core purpose of an Integrated Care System
ICSs are being proposed to serve four fundamental purposes:
1. improving population health and healthcare;
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2. tackling unequal outcomes and access;
3. enhancing productivity and value for money; and
4. helping the NHS to support broader social and economic development

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.
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Our ICS SWL
level

Our ICS Places

South West London ICS
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Our ICS is
made up of a
three parts;
together we
are the ICS….

Our ICS Provider
Collaboratives
Agenda Item 6

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.
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What does it mean for us in Sutton Borough?
• Borough (place) based partnerships are an important part of the SWL Integrated Care System.
• In SW London we already have a strong health and care partnership, which is rooted in a borough-based local approach.
• This pandemic and now the proposed ICS legal framework will help our Sutton partnership to develop and evolve, building
upon our local health and care plan to ensure that local people are able to:
• access clear advice on staying well;
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• access a range of preventative services;
• access simple, joined-up care and treatment when they need it;
• access digital services (with non-digital alternatives) that put the citizen at the heart of their own care;
• access proactive support to keep as well as possible, where they are vulnerable or at high risk; and to
• expect the NHS, through its employment, training, procurement and volunteering activities, and as a major estate owner to
play a full part in social and economic development and environmental sustainability.
Delivery will be through NHS providers, local government, primary care and the voluntary sector working together in each place in
ICSs, built around primary care networks (PCNs) in neighbourhoods; working together with meaningful delegated budgets to join
up services.
We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.
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What does it mean for us in Sutton Borough?
• In place-based partnership a place leader on behalf of the NHS will work with partners such as the local authority and voluntary
sector in an inclusive, transparent and collaborative way. They will have four main roles:
to support and develop primary care networks (PCNs) which join up primary and community services across local
neighbourhoods;

o

to simplify, modernise and join up health and care (including through technology and by joining up primary and secondary
care where appropriate);

o

to understand and identify – using population health management techniques and other intelligence – people and families at
risk of being left behind and to organise proactive support for them; and

o

to coordinate the local contribution to health, social and economic development to prevent future risks to ill-health within
different population groups.
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o

• Systems should ensure that each place has appropriate resources, autonomy and decision-making capabilities to discharge these
roles effectively, within a clear but flexible accountability framework, this could include places taking on delegated budgets.

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.
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• The exact division of responsibilities between system and place should be based on the principle of subsidiarity – with the
system taking responsibility only for things where there is a clear need to work on a larger footprint, as agreed with local places.
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What does it mean for us in Sutton Borough?
•The Sutton Health and Care Plan describes our vision, priorities and
actions to meet the health and care needs of local people and
deliver improvements in their health and wellbeing.
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•This two-year plan focused the on actions which no single
organisation can achieve alone; where health, social care and the
voluntary sector working together has maximum impact.
•The plan was developed in partnership with local people, voluntary
community groups, the local authority and the NHS.
We need to refresh these local health and care plans in light of what
we have learned through the pandemic and vaccine programme, and
this will again be a borough-based exercise. This again, will come
together to form our SW London approach.

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.
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How integrated health and care working has made a tangible difference for local
people in Sutton
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How integrated health and care working has made a tangible difference for local
people in Sutton
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Our journey to get to April 2022: the ‘Transition Plan’
• We wanted to briefly update you on a number of areas as we move
towards the transition to become an ICS:
- Place-based Development
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- Provider Collaboration
- Mapping Future System wide responsibilities
- Overall Transition Governance

Agenda Item 6

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.
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Options for
Place

Finance and
resources
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Managing the Transition - High Level ICS Transition Plan and
Workstreams – draft (in development)

The Transition Plan is likely to have a number of key phases
over the next 15 months
Getting ready
(Jan -April 21)

•Scoping the transition
•Commence key pieces of work to support our thinking and overall approach to ICS transition
•Establish future transition Programme management arrangements
•Define what might sit where? – ICS; Place; Neighbourhood; Collaboratives etc
•Consider any possible interim changes to ICS Governance arrangements for the 1st April

Getting on
(Sep 21 -Mar 22)

•Preparing for full ICS implementation by the 1st April 2022
Establishing any shadow revised ICS governance arrangements in advance of the 1st April 2022
Ensuring the transition of staff and functions to the new statutory ICS organization and putting in place
delegation/accountability arrangements for any new responsibilities

Agenda Item 6

Developing more detailed, co-produced future-state plans across all key workstreams
Mobilising the organizational development work we should take together across the ICS
Preparing our ICS development plan submission to region by September
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Getting specific
(April–July 21)

NHS Acute
Care Lead

Croydon

Agnelo
Fernandez/ Bill
Jasper

Mathew
Kershaw

Kingston

Naz Jivani

Merton
Richmond
Sutton
Wandsworth

NHS
Community
Lead

Local Authority NHS Mental Health
Lead
Lead

NHS Transition
Place-based lead

Mathew Kershaw

Annette
McPartland

James Lowell
(Chief Operating
Officer)

Mathew Kershaw

Jo Farrar

Ed Montgomery

Sharon Houlden

Vanessa Ford

Naz Jivani

Sy
Ganesaratnam

Suzanne
Marcello

Alison Edgington

Hannah Doody

Vanessa Ford/ (Jen
Goddard)

Vanessa Ford

Patrick Gibson

Jo Farrar

Jo Farrar

Liz Bruce & Susan
Anderson-Carr

Vanessa Ford

Jo Farrar

Dino Pardhanani

Daniel Elkeles

Daniel Elkeles

Imran Choudhury

Amy Scammell

Daniel Elkeles

Nicola jones

Andrew
Grimshaw

Alison Edgington

Liz Bruce & Susan
Anderson-Carr

Vanessa Ford/ (Jen
Goddard)

Nicola Jones
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Place

NHS Primary
Care Lead
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Our ICS places have now confirmed their Transition teams including
conformation of the NHS Transition Place based leader

Each local Transition team have been asked to begin to
meet and focus on a number of key development
areas…..
1. Begin work across each local placed based partnership to identify and develop a 6,12- and 18-month
programme to deliver place requirements outlined in the White paper.

3. Set clear expected outcomes for place priorities and actions so that their impact may be tracked.
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2. Reviewing and developing revised Local Health and Care Plans built on locally identified priorities and
linked to expected national planning guidance.

4. Engaging in the Strengthening Communities Programme Group to think through in more detail the
approach to place-based development, share learning and support the system wide development of
place-based arrangements

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.
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In addition we will be working with each transition team to support them to consider how they embed
the patient and community voice going forward

Agenda Item 6

Process for selecting 2021/22 Sutton Health & Care
Programmes
The selection process for Sutton Health & Care Programmes is based on the following criteria:
What people said was important during the Sutton Health & Care engagement events
Programmes and Projects that have already started
Programmes that are reflective of the ambitions within the 2021/22 NHS Operating Plan

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.

www.swlondon.nhs.uk
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1.
2.
3.

Creating thriving Communities in Sutton
Start Well

1. Children’s Review:
•
•
•

School readiness pilot
Emotional wellbeing pilot
Early intervention for children with Special Educational Needs Disability (SEND)

2. Health Inequalities and population health including:

Live Well

•
•
•
•

Putting People First in St Helier Project (NHS Charities funded)
Carshalton PCN Long Term Condition Project
Social Prescribing expansion
Population health through risk monitoring and risk stratification

•
•
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3. Learning Disabilities
Accommodation and improving opportunities in adulthood
Health checks and health action plans

4. Mental Health
•

Adult Mental Health, SMI Transformation, proactive and preventative services

5. Health & Social Care Integration

Age Well

Wallington proof of concept pilot
Developing integrated community teams wrapped in to PCNs around networks / neighbourhoods
St Helier hospital primary care facility and new facility in Cheam
Implement EMIS across community services

Agenda Item 6

•
•
•
•

6. Frailty

• End of Life Care including Palliative Care Hub pilot
• Home First, Discharge to Assess, Care in the right setting and rapid response.
We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.
• Community and Bed Based Provision Board – Care, residential homes and supported living

www.swlondon.nhs.uk

Delivering the Operating Plan

COVID/flu vaccination
programme

Delivering the NHS COVID vaccination programme
Meeting the needs of patients with COVID-19 – Post Covid
Planning for 3rd wave

Planned Care

Transform the delivery of services
Accelerate the restoration of elective and cancer care
Improve mental services and services for people with a learning disability and/or
autism

Primary care

Expanding primary care capacity to improve access
Population health management and personalised care approaches to address health
outcomes and health inequalities

Transforming community
and urgent and emergency
care

Accident & Emergency new standards
2 hour community health response times 8-8, 7/7 plus virtual ward
Reducing Length of Stay

Social care

Discharge to Assess
We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.
Social care assurance framework and care market

www.swlondon.nhs.uk
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Health and wellbeing of staff and action on recruitment and staff retention

Agenda Item 6

Workforce

The discussion document outlined requirements for
NHS Provider collaborations
Provider organisations will play an active and strong leadership role in systems. Through their mandated representation in
ICS leadership and decision-making, they will help to set system priorities and allocate resources.

•

Providers will join up services across systems. Many of the challenges that systems face cannot be solved by any one
organisation, or by any one provider. Joining up the provision of services will happen in two main ways:

•

All NHS provider trusts will be expected to be part of a provider collaborative. These will vary in scale and scope, but all
providers must be able to take on responsibility for acting in the interests of the population served by their respective
system(s) by entering into one or more formal collaboratives to work with their partners on specific functions.

•

Greater co-ordination between providers at scale is envisage to support:
higher quality and more sustainable services;

o

reduction of unwarranted variation in clinical practice and outcomes;

o

reduction of health inequalities, with fair and equal access across sites;

o

better workforce planning; and

o

more effective use of resources, including clinical support and corporate services.

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.
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o
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•

www.swlondon.nhs.uk

For provider organisations operating across a large footprint or for those working with smaller systems, they are likely to
create provider collaboratives that span multiple systems to provide an effective scale to carry out their role.

•

Many people will have more complex or acute needs, requiring specialist expertise which can only be planned and organised
effectively over a larger area than ‘place’. Because of this, some services such as hospital, specialist mental health and
ambulance needs to be organised through provider collaboration that operates at a whole-ICS footprint – or more widely
where required.

•

Providers in every system, through partnership or any new collaborative arrangements, must be able to:
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•

o deliver relevant programmes on behalf of all partners in the system;
o agree proposals developed by clinical and operational networks, and implement resulting changes (such as implementing
standard operating procedures to support agreed practice; designating services to ensure their sustainability; or wider
service reconfiguration);
o challenge and hold each other to account through agreed systems, processes and ways of working, e.g. an open-book
approach to finances/planning;
o enact mutual aid arrangements to enhance resilience, for example by collectively managing waiting lists across the
system.

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.
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NHS Provider Collaboration (cont)

www.swlondon.nhs.uk

NHS Provider Collaboration
We have agreed to establish a Provider Collaboration Working Group to begin to work through some of the initial
key questions for us locally :
• What do we want to achieve through collaboration moving forward?
• What are our current collaboratives doing and how effectively?

• How might existing and future collaboratives relate to each other, to each place and across systems
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• What are their future ambitions and direction?

• What sort of culture and approach might collaboratives want to develop in the future?
With the current SWL Provider Collaborative Directors we will link with the Pan-London ICS Development Network
to ensure we share learning and participate in network development opportunities
Agenda Item 6

We expect further guidance on Provider Collaboration in early 21/22

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.
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We are developing a future map of where
responsibilities across the future ICS system
• A draft map of responsibilities for Place, Provider Collaborative and SWL ICS needs
to be pulled together from the original SWL Health and Care Partnership summary of
what sits where and the emerging national ICS Transition documents.
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We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.
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South West London Health and Care Partnership EXISTING Governance
Commissioners

Provider Boards

NHS SWL CCG Governing Body

Local Authorities

Local Health & Wellbeing Boards

Cabinets/Committees

Primary Care
Programme

Recovery Board

Mental Health and
Learning Disabilities
Programme

South West
London Health
and Care
Partnership
Programme
Board

Integrating Care

Strengthening
communities
Critical Enablers
Workforce; Finance and
Estates; Communications
and Engagement,;
Performance and Quality

Assurance Groups
Delivery Groups

South West London Patient
and Public Engagement
Group

South West London
Collaborative Leadership
Group

Advisory Groups

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.

Place based Partnerships

NHS Provider Chairs

South West London
Clinical Senate

South West London
Workforce Partnership
Board

Provider Collaboratives
and Alliances

South West London
Digital Partnership
Board
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Urgent and
Emergency Care
Programme

NHS System Assurance and Performance

Specialised Care
Programme

Its purpose is:
•
approving Five Year Strategies
and Plan
•
engaging partners
•
ensuring strategic alignment of
the health and care
organisations
•
ensuring shared ownership of
the system vision and strategy
•
mutual accountability for
delivery of system plans and
management of collective
resources
•
a forum for collective decision
making
•
Agreeing delivery plans

South West London Steering Group

Elective and Critical
Care Programme

Collaboration and Transformation

Overview and Scrutiny of statutory bodies is provided by
Local & Joint Overview and Scrutiny Committees

Agenda Item 6

Providers
Statutory Bodies & Strategic
decision making

South West London
Estates and Investment
Partnership Board

South West London NHS
Chief Executives Group

Urgent and Emergency
Care Board
South West London
Performance and Quality
Board
South West London
Finance and Activity
www.swlondon.nhs.uk
Committee

We have started to look at the future alignment of existing governance groups with the
future functions of ICS Systems – DRAFT BELOW
Overview and Scrutiny of statutory bodies is provided by NHSE and DHSC
Overview and Scrutiny of local services is provided by Local & Joint Overview and Scrutiny Committees
Existing Colloborative or
Statutory Groups

Providers
Provider Boards and Chairs

NHS Provider Chairs

• Developing a plan to meet the
health needs of the population
• Developing a capital plan for
NHS providers
• Securing the Provision of
Health services
• Responsible for day to day
running of the ICS and planning
and allocating decisions
• Incorporates current CCG
commissioning functions and
some NHS England functions

Existing ICS Governance Groups

Health and Care Partnership
•

South West London
Clinical Senate
•

NHS Provider
Collaboratives and
Alliances
South West London
Performance and
Quality BoardSouth West London
Finance and Activity
Committee

•

Developing a plan to
address wider health,
public health and social
care needs of the system
Duty to promote
collaboration across the
healthcare, public health
and social care system.
Work closely with Health
and Wellbeing Boards,
Local Authorities, Housing
providers and
Healthwatch, Voluntary
and Independent Sector
partners

Existing ICS Governance Groups

South West London
Collaborative Leadership
Group

Existing Colloborative or
Statutory Groups

Local Authorities
Cabinets/Committees

Strengthening
communities

South West London LA Chief
Executives Group

3rd Sector and other
providers

Various meetings with
Leaders
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South West London NHS Chief
Executives Group

NHS ICS Board

Local Health & Wellbeing Boards
Agenda Item 6

Place based Partnerships (Primary, Social , Community, Voluntary and Acute Care)
South West London Community Engagement Steering Group

Enablers

South West London Digital
Partnership Board

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.

South West London Estates and
Investment Partnership Board

South West London Workforce
Partnership Board
www.swlondon.nhs.uk

We want to build common purpose among all ICS partners in our six boroughs in SW London, so
we can accelerate integrated care for patients and communities and involve our citizens in our
work.
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Partnerships and Engagement

We will do this through:
A range of direct engagement activity; approaches with all stakeholder groups and citizen forums

•

Engaging system partners in ongoing testing and refining our locally developed approaches to change

•

Building on examples and models already developed by ICS’s around the country, to maximise and share the benefits
of their learning and insight from application and implementation

•

Working to build broad strategic support among local stakeholders and citizens

•

Highlighting success stories that inspire, and providing clear narratives for key staff groups and organisations across
SW London

•

Continuing to develop our partnerships with local government, providers and the voluntary sector

•

Developing strong approaches to public and community engagement

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.

www.swlondon.nhs.uk
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•

Three workstreams for our SWL communications and
engagement
1. Communicate transparently, build understanding and broad support for our SWLondon
health and care system as it develops
Page 43

2. Create common purpose and shared ambition by co-designing wherever we can, our
future SW London system and way of working with our ICS partners. We need this to
accelerate integrated and improved care for patients and communities.
3. Design the future for patient and community voice by developing a clear approach and
a framework for public and community engagement for SW London

Agenda Item 6

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.
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• Building upon a legacy of collaboration and trust in our SW London partnership to
co-design and deliver what is required by NHS England and the subsequent
legislation.

• Developing a clear approach and a framework for public and community
engagement for the new ICS organisation.
• Continuing to gather intelligence from NHS England and will consider any further
guidance and learning as it emerges.

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.

www.swlondon.nhs.uk
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• Place is an important building block of our ICS and we are working with local
transition teams to design what this looks like for each borough.
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Next steps

This three minute film talks about how integrated care systems mean
better health and care for local people
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https://www.england.nhs.uk/integratedcare/
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We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.
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